
The Euro elections should deliver a
major message to Westminster

I am expecting a surge of support for the Brexit party in the results of the
Euro elections. Now the polls have closed sfter 10 pm our time all across the
EU we can look forward to some results.

I expect the Brexit vote and the residual UKIP vote both in favour of a so
called No deal exit to be ahead of the combined Lib Dem, Green and Change UK
Remain vote, parties disliking Brexit and pledged to try to reverse it in a
second referendum. I expect the Conservative and Labour votes to be greatly
squeezed. Whilst both these parties said they wanted to honour the referendum
result Labour was still flirting with Remain, saying it backed both sides,
whilst Mrs May dominated the underwhelming and brief Conservative campaign
with her Withdrawal Agreement.

Assuming this is what happens we can conclude

1 The UK meant its decision in the referendum and wants us to leave. We need
to do so by October 31 at the latest.It would be good if a new PM agreed an
earlier departure with the EU.
2. Mrs Mays Withdrawal Agreement has tiny support and needs to be binned
immediately. The fact that she made the WA central to her leaflet and speech
put off millions of former Conservative voters. It lets us say the
Conservative vote in this election is the limit of support for the Withdrawal
Treaty. Anyone who wanted a negotiated way to a so called comprehensive
partnership with the EU on these terms would have voted Conservative.
3 Both main parties have a big task to get back into favour with a majority
of the voters. Only a clean and early Brexit will buy them that right.
4. The current Westminster Parliament by delaying and seeking to dilute or
reverse Brexit has gravely misjudged the public mood. It can only start to
redeem itself by getting on with the earliest possible WTO Brexit. The UK
should offer free trade talks and no new tariffs and barriers which the EU
might well want, but we should just leave anyway. There are already important
agreements reached to ease our early departure without signing the draft
Treaty.
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